Introduction
============

In the past century and a half since Pierre Paul Broca's work with patient 'Tan', the study of language deficits in speakers with focal brain damage from stroke has been used to understand which brain regions are necessary for language. Recent applications of MRI analysis techniques allow better quantification of how focal brain damage impacts language deficits via lesion behaviour mapping. The lesion behaviour mapping approach provides critical evidence to clarify whether multiple regions identified in functional MRI studies are epiphenomenal or necessary for function. Here, for the first time we identify the brain regions required for producing words and organizing them during spontaneous connected speech before brain-behaviour reorganization occurs in a large group of speakers with focal acute left hemisphere stroke.

Left hemisphere brain damage often impairs language production demonstrating that an extensive left frontal-temporal parietal network is necessary to produce multiple words in syntactically accurate structure (for reviews see [@awaa027-B75]; [@awaa027-B28]; [@awaa027-B40]). However, the processes for producing and organizing the content (i.e. words) into structure (lexical or syntactically accurate combinations) during connected speech localized within this left lateralized brain network are not well identified. This partly stems from a difficulty in eliciting spontaneous speech where deficits can be systematically quantified across individuals. As a result, almost all lesion behaviour mapping analyses of connected speech in speakers with stroke have been limited to analysing the content, i.e. the words elicited from picture descriptions or direct questions, or the fluency with which that content is produced (the number of words produced per minute or the number of words produced within utterances are often used as measures of the fluency of language production; [@awaa027-B94]). In the first large lesion behaviour mapping study of connected speech impairments, [@awaa027-B12] asked 50 subjects with diagnosed aphasia after left hemisphere stroke a series of autobiographical questions. Damage to a wide range of regions within frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes was associated with a reduced number of words produced overall and within utterances. Damage specific to posterior loci in the middle and superior temporal gyri as well as the angular gyri was associated with deficits in producing a reduced variety of words. However, the contribution of stroke severity as measured by lesion volume was not analysed. [@awaa027-B41] examined similar aspects of connected speech during picture description using principal components analysis (PCA) in a smaller group of subjects (*n = *31) with diagnosed aphasia after left hemisphere stroke (*cf*. [@awaa027-B42]). Here too, the ability to produce more words and more words quickly was associated with damage to frontal regions while reduced lexical diversity was associated with posterior regions including the middle and superior temporal gyri, and supramarginal gyrus. However, across these studies none of these regions survived correction for overall lesion volume. Using a multivariate lesion behaviour mapping model and large left hemisphere chronic aphasia stroke sample (*n = *90), [@awaa027-B106] found the speech fluency scores estimated as part of the Western Aphasia Battery ([@awaa027-B49]) were predicted by damage to both left anterior (middle frontal gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus pars operculum) and posterior areas (supramarginal and posterior superior temporal gyri). However, here too lesion size predicted the fluency score and was highly correlated with the areas revealed. Significant findings controlling for the effect of lesion size were from a combined PCA and lesion behaviour mapping analysis which included not only the connected speech measures but other production and cognitive measures. In these subsequent analyses, fluency related factors were primarily associated with the frontal lobe ([@awaa027-B41], [@awaa027-B42]; [@awaa027-B52]). Critically, however, the fluency-related PCA-derived factors were composed of additional variables with high loadings including naming, repetition, and reading among others, which complicates the relationship between fluency deficits and brain damage localization. When controlling for lesion size, this relationship disappeared when performing the PCA within only connected speech measures ([@awaa027-B41]). In summary, although there appears to be an anterior (frontal) to posterior (temporal-parietal) division in terms of the number of words produced (fluency) versus the ability to produce more diverse lexical content during spontaneous connected speech, the ability to produce content is best accounted for by stroke severity not the location of damage, i.e. the more brain damage incurred the fewer and less-diverse words produced, irrespective of where the damage occurred.

Relatively little is known about how individual differences in focal brain damage affect the ability to accurately produce syntactic structure independent from content. In the only lesion behaviour mapping study of content and structure deficits during spontaneous connected speech of which we are aware, [@awaa027-B67] examined story-telling narratives from 46 speakers with diagnosed aphasia after chronic left hemisphere stroke. After controlling for the contribution of lesion size, the proportion of words produced in sentences (utterances with both a subject noun and verb) was associated with damage to left middle and inferior frontal gyri, postcentral gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe. However, no lesion pattern emerged to predict syntactic deficits measured by the number of closed-class words (e.g. determiners, prepositions) produced out of all words in the narrative. No other aspects of spontaneous connected speech were examined. It remains unknown whether damage to focal regions within the left hemisphere language network critical for producing content dissociates from damage to regions responsible for generating syntactic structure during spontaneous connected speech.

The current study
-----------------

Here, we addressed the question of whether impairments producing the content and structure of spontaneously generated speech are related to different patterns of focal brain damage. Whether unique brain regions are required to produce content and structure during connected speech speaks to a central debate concerning the specificity of brain regions required for syntactic processing ([@awaa027-B104]; [@awaa027-B95]; [@awaa027-B59]; [@awaa027-B6]; [@awaa027-B101]; [@awaa027-B27]; [@awaa027-B81]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B23]; [@awaa027-B40]; [@awaa027-B32]). To our knowledge, this is the first study of individual differences during the acute stage of stroke linking brain damage to deficits in the content and structure of spontaneous connected speech.

Our approach has significant methodological strengths. First, by examining lesion behaviour relationships in a large group of speakers identified with radiological signs of left hemisphere acute stroke, we increased variability in behavioural performance, lesion size, and lesion location and avoided the confound of brain-behaviour reorganization. Studies of speakers with chronic stroke often preselect subjects based on aphasia diagnosis ([@awaa027-B84]; [@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B41]; [@awaa027-B67]), which limits behavioural and lesion location variability. Speakers with chronic aphasia typically have large lesions spanning crucial language areas (e.g. inferior frontal gyrus, posterior superior temporal gyrus and angular gyrus) where adjacent cortical regions are often damaged and damage is correlated with overall lesion size ([@awaa027-B71]; [@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B85]). As a result, it is difficult to disentangle how lesion size and damage to specific regions contribute to function. Further, function may have shifted to other regions after reorganization occurred ([@awaa027-B99]; [@awaa027-B62]; [@awaa027-B83]; [@awaa027-B93]; [@awaa027-B96]; [@awaa027-B69]; [@awaa027-B43]). Here, we increased power to assess whether damage to a region significantly affected behaviour in comparison to no damage to that region, by providing sufficient behavioural variability and heterogeneity for both between- and within- region lesion distributions (*cf.*[@awaa027-B50]; [@awaa027-B86]; [@awaa027-B56]; [@awaa027-B76]; [@awaa027-B87]). Second, we elicited speech using a spontaneous story-telling generation task, which provides the advantages of eliciting grammatically diverse spontaneous speech ([@awaa027-B90]; [@awaa027-B25]) while providing excellent ecological validity with abilities to produce everyday speech ([@awaa027-B72]) and good test-retest reliability ([@awaa027-B13], [@awaa027-B14]; [@awaa027-B78]). Third, we conducted detailed quantitative analyses to independently assess the content and structure of spontaneous speech using the rigorous quantitative production analysis approach ([@awaa027-B82]; [@awaa027-B79]; [@awaa027-B37]; [@awaa027-B103]). Fourth, because single behavioural measures may consist of multiple cognitive components, we applied PCA to extract the underlying cognitive components across the quantitative production analysis measures ([@awaa027-B79]; [@awaa027-B15]; [@awaa027-B66]; [@awaa027-B52]). Lastly, we applied support vector regression based multivariate lesion behaviour mapping, which considers the pattern of all voxels as a single model to predict a behavioural outcome. In comparison to univariate approaches, multivariate lesion behaviour mapping ameliorates limitations from differential lesion distribution across voxels, type II error from applying statistical corrections across voxels and allows for interactions between different damaged areas to account for behaviour ([@awaa027-B60]; [@awaa027-B108]; [@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B76]; [@awaa027-B87]).

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Ninety acute stroke patients were consecutively recruited from the comprehensive stroke centres at the Memorial Hermann, Houston Methodist, and St. Luke hospitals in Houston, Texas as part of an ongoing project. Following previous studies ([@awaa027-B47]; [@awaa027-B21]; [@awaa027-B51]) we included participants diagnosed with an acute ischaemic or parenchymal haemorrhagic left hemisphere stroke. Further, we included patients if they were native English speakers and had no history of other significant neurological diseases (e.g. dementia, schizophrenia) as assessed by the clinical neurological care team and subsequently documented in electronic medical records. Informed consent was approved by the Baylor College of Medicine Institutional Review Board.

For the current study, 25 patients were excluded because they were not able to complete the spontaneous connected speech task (*n = *20) or they produced unintelligible speech (*n = *5). Sixty-five of the remaining patients (35 males; 54 right-handed; four haemorrhagic) had sufficient language production to complete the spontaneous connected speech task with no severe apraxia of speech to preclude accurate connected speech scoring. Mean apraxia of speech score (subtest 5 of the Second Edition of the Apraxia Battery for Adults; ([@awaa027-B22]) was 1.2 \[standard deviation (SD) = 0.6; range = 1--3\] where seven patients who did not complete this task were assessed using a picture description (picnic) and the story-telling task. Mean age and education were 61 (SD = 14; range = 20--85) and 14 (SD = 4; range = 6--33) years, respectively. To minimize effects of brain-behaviour reorganization, we completed behavioural testing within an average of 4 days after stroke onset (SD = 3; range = 1--12 days).

The control group consisted of 13 non-brain damaged participants (three male, 11 right-handed) matched in age and education with the patient group (\|*t*\|'s \< 1.44, *P*-values \> 0.16). Mean age and education were 55 (SD = 14, range = 37--78) and 16 (SD = 3; range = 12--22) years, respectively.

Story-telling assessment
------------------------

Patients viewed a picture book of *Cinderella* with printed text occluded at bedside for as long as they wished ([@awaa027-B82]; [@awaa027-B109]; [@awaa027-B79]; [@awaa027-B58]; [@awaa027-B80]; [@awaa027-B91]; [@awaa027-B63]). Patients then closed the book and told the story in their own words. The experimenter encouraged participants to speak more if output was limited. Responses were recorded by a nearby digital device.

Quantitative production analysis
--------------------------------

Spontaneous connected speech narratives were transcribed and scored by two research assistants according to the procedures in the quantitative production analysis (QPA) training manual ([@awaa027-B4]). We chose the QPA because it uses an objective rating approach to comprehensively quantify production deficits by analysing multiple measures at both structural and morphological levels of connected speech to identify differences across patients ([@awaa027-B82]). As shown in a recent study, raters achieved high reliability for transcription and scoring ([@awaa027-B63]). We calculated 13 QPA measures ([Table 1](#awaa027-T1){ref-type="table"}) and converted patients' QPA scores to *z*-scores to reflect the degree of deficit using the distribution of control subject QPA performance.

###### 

**Summarized definitions of the quantitative production analysis measures following [@awaa027-B82]**

  Dependent measures                                                      Formula                                                                                           Annotation
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Speech measures**                                                                                                                                                       
  Words per minute                                                        Number of words produced / length of speech sample (min)                                          All intelligible words produced
  **Narrative measures**                                                                                                                                                    
  Narrative words                                                         Number of words directly contributing to narrative                                                Excluding direct responses to or repetition of examiner's speech, uninterpretable neologisms, consistently used stereotypes, utterances repaired, markers of direct discourse and conjunctions joining complete sentences
  **Morphological measures**                                                                                                                                                
  \% Closed-class words produced                                          Number of closed-class words / number of narrative words                                          Closed-class words: all words excluding nouns, verbs, adjectives and -ly adverbs
  \% Pronouns produced                                                    Number of pronouns / (number of nouns + pronouns)                                                 Pronouns: personal, reflexive, and indefinite pronouns
  \% Verbs produced                                                       Number of verbs / (number of nouns + verbs)                                                       Verbs: all verb forms (e.g. infinitive, gerundive and copula)
  Determiner index                                                        Number of nouns requiring determiners, with determiners / number of nouns requiring determiners   Nouns requiring determiners (excluding proper nouns and plurals when in contexts not requiring determiners)
  Auxiliary index                                                         (Auxiliary score / number of matrix verbs) − 1                                                    Matrix verb: the main verb in a sentence auxiliary score: each matrix verb itself and auxiliary element of the matrix verb was assigned 1 point
  Auxiliaries include modal, tense markers and inflections on main verb                                                                                                     
  **Structural measures**                                                                                                                                                   
  Mean utterance length                                                   Number of words in utterances / number of utterances                                              Utterances defined by syntactic and prosodic boundaries
  \% Words in sentences                                                   Number of words in sentences / number of narrative words                                          Sentence defined as an utterance including a subject/predicate structure: noun/pronoun + main verb or noun/pronoun+ copula + adjective/prepositional phrase
  Mean sentence length                                                    Number of words in sentences / number of sentences                                                
  \% Well-formed sentences                                                Number of syntactically well-formed sentences / Number of sentences                               Sentential ill-formedness could include omission of obligatory arguments, deleted elements, agreement errors or other syntactic anomalies
  Embedding index                                                         Number of embeddings / number of sentences                                                        Embeddings: number of embedded clauses associated with a main clause
  Elaboration index                                                       Subject noun phrase elaboration + verb phrase elaboration                                         Phrase elaboration = (number of open class words and pronouns in a phrase / number of phrases) − 1

Principal component analysis
----------------------------

To identify independent coherent subsets of the 13 quantitative production analysis measures of spontaneous connected speech, we used PCA. Components with an eigenvalue exceeding one were extracted and rotated with the varimax method. To maximize power to detect significant effects for the PCA, we analysed language performance for all subjects who fit selection criteria and were able to complete the connected speech task (*n *=* *65) independent of lesion demarcation constraints. We used varimax rotation because it only allows a small number of high variable loadings on each factor, yielding clearer interpretations ([@awaa027-B46]). We calculated patient component scores for the lesion behaviour mapping analysis.

Image acquisition
-----------------

We acquired diffusion weighted, apparent diffusion coefficient, and high-resolution structural scans (T~1~ and T~2~ FLAIR) along the axial direction with 4--5 mm slice thickness, and in cases where MRI was contraindicated, CT scans (*n = *5) as part of the clinical protocols for admitted stroke cases. The voxel sizes of diffusion-weighted and structural images were 1×1×4.5 mm, and 0.5 × 0.5 × 4.5 mm, respectively.

Lesion tracing
--------------

To demarcate lesions, we first registered the diffusion weighted images with the high-resolution structural images (T~1~ or T~2~) using AFNI (<https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/>). Lesions were demarcated directly on the diffusion weighted images (by C.H.), using ITK-snap (<http://www.itksnap.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php>) with reference to apparent diffusion coefficient and T~2~ FLAIR images. Next, we normalized the individual structural images to the Colin-27 template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using ANTS registration (<http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/>; [@awaa027-B1]). We used the corresponding affine parameter and diffeomorphic maps to warp individual masks to the MNI space ([@awaa027-B45]; [@awaa027-B2]). For patients with CT images but no MRI, lesions which were clearly visible were directly demarcated onto the Colin 27 template based on the CT image.

Multivariate lesion behaviour mapping analysis
----------------------------------------------

To investigate lesion behaviour relationships, we applied support vector regression (libsvm 3; [https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/](https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/&sim;cjlin/libsvm/)) implemented with MATLAB 2018b (<https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html>). For lesion behaviour mapping, 11 patients for whom lesions were difficult to identify were excluded \[no clearly identifiable lesion (*n = *7); subarachnoid haemorrhage (*n = *3); and missing diffusion-weighted imaging sequence (*n = *1)\]. Two patients were excluded because one or more component scores were identified as extreme outliers (beyond 3 SD from the patient average). Therefore, 52 patients were included in the lesion behaviour mapping analysis (three haemorrhagic; two with CT scans; eight left handers). Only voxels with a lesion ratio exceeding 5% (at least three subjects) were included ([@awaa027-B86]). Regarding a potential influence of lesion size, we residualized component scores by considering the effect of lesion size (*cf.* LESYMAP; <https://github.com/dorianps/LESYMAP>). Then, we normalized the residual scores into an interval of \[0, 1\] to keep the same scale with the binary lesion pattern \[normalized score = (component score − minimal value)/(maximal value − minimal value)\]. We selected a non-linear radial basis function kernel to build the model ([@awaa027-B108]; [@awaa027-B68]) because it provided a better data fit in comparison to linear-models. Because gamma and c parameters could affect the model, to determine the optimal parameter pairs, we carried out a grid search on c (10^−2^--10^9^) and gamma (10^−9^--10^3^) for model selection (the same range as scikit-learn: <https://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html>). Specifically, for each parameter pair, 5-fold cross-validation was used to examine the model's prediction accuracy, i.e. data were split into five folds, and each time, we used four folds to train the model and predicted the remaining one. We averaged the mean squared errors between testing and predicted scores of the five folds to reflect the prediction accuracy. To assess model statistical inference, we further generated 1000 random models by permuting behavioural scores and compared the prediction accuracy from the original data to those from the random data. The *P*-value was the probability that the random models had a lower mean squared error than the original model. By comparing *P*-values for all the parameter pairs, we determined the optimal pair of c and gamma and their significance (*P \< *0.05). We then explored the behaviour-related lesion location. Following the approach of [@awaa027-B108]), the parametric values of the non-linear model were projected back to the original brain space, reflecting the statistical importance of the voxels to the model (i.e. the beta map). A similar permutation test for each voxel was further derived by shuffling behavioural scores 1000 times with the optimal model parameters to calculate random beta values associated with each voxel. As a result, the *P*-value of each voxel was generated by comparing random beta values with the original and thresholded at *P \< *0.05. Note that we did not apply multiple comparison correction because this is still a controversial issue (*cf.*[@awaa027-B108]; [@awaa027-B68]). We reported significant voxel locations based on the Human Brain Connectome Atlas using a cluster threshold of \>100 voxels ([@awaa027-B26]).

Data availability
-----------------

Anonymized data that support the study findings will be available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Results
=======

Impairments of spontaneous connected speech
-------------------------------------------

We calculated 13 aspects of spontaneous connected speech using quantitative production analysis ([@awaa027-B82]; [@awaa027-B79]; [@awaa027-B37]). Patients demonstrated wide variability and decreased performance in comparison to controls across most measures ([Fig. 1](#awaa027-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Because years age and education between patient and control groups were not significantly different (Welch \|*t*\|'s \< 1.24, *P*'s \> 0.16), did not have unequal variance (Levine's test *F*'s \< 1.43, *P*'s \> 0.24) and did not correlate with patient performance on any QPA variable (\|*r*\|'s \< 0.19; *P*'s \> 0.14; age was marginally correlated with words produced per minute, *r* = −0.24, *P *=* *0.053) we did not control for these variables when comparing patient versus control connected speech performance. Patient performance was 1.5 SD from controls on an average of 3.9 of the 13 measures (30%), with wide variability across individuals (SD: 20%; range 0--85%). The degree of speech deficit as measured by the quantitative production analysis variables was similar for the left- and right-handed patients, i.e. left-handed patients (*n *=* *11) demonstrated connected speech deficits (at least 1.5 SD below controls) on an average of four quantitative production analysis variables (range 1--11) which was similar to right-handed patients' performance (average = four variables, range = 0--10). As a group in comparison to controls, patients produced significantly fewer narrative words, required determiners, embeddings, well-formed sentences, proportionally more pronouns than nouns and an overall slower speech rate (\|*t*\| values \> 3.20, *P*-values \< 0.002, Bonferroni corrected). At an individual level, 27 of 65 patients (42%) scored more than 1.5 SD from control performance on these measures (SD: 18%; range 14--66%). Performance on other measures in comparison to controls was significantly impaired without correction for multiple comparisons. Specifically, patients produced proportionally more verbs compared to nouns, fewer elaborations, and shorter sentence and utterance lengths than controls (\|*t*\| values: 2.61--2.64, *P*-values: 0.01--0.03). At an individual level, on average 19 of 65 patients (29%) scored more than 1.5 SD from control performance on these measures (SD: 10%; range 19--42%). There were no significant group differences in degree of auxiliary use, the proportion of closed-class words produced, and the number of words produced in sentences (\|*t*\| values \< 0.60, *P*-values \> 0.55). However, at an individual level, on average 9 of 65 patients (14%) scored more than 1.5 SD from control performance on these measures (SD: 6%; range 11--22%). Therefore, as a whole, the patients were significantly impaired in comparison to controls on multiple aspects of spontaneous connected speech, with the sparing of few abilities.

![**Individual performance and group distribution statistics for the quantitative production analysis measures of spontaneous connected speech.** Individual performance is depicted by circles: red = patients; and green = controls. Group distribution statistics are provided as box and whisker plots depicting median, interquartile intervals, minimums, and maximums. \*^/^\*\*Significant group differences as determined by Welch's unequal variances *t*-tests ([@awaa027-B100]).](awaa027f1){#awaa027-F1}

Principal components of connected speech production
---------------------------------------------------

The quantitative production analysis measures of patients' impairments during spontaneous connected speech production were appropriate for PCA, as indicated by Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (0.63) and Bartlett's tests (*P \< *0.001; [@awaa027-B74]). Using PCA, we extracted four connected speech components that accounted for 71% of the total variance, each component accounting for 30%, 16%, 15% and 10% of variance, respectively ([Fig. 2](#awaa027-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The first component had high loadings on the mean sentence length, mean utterance length, sentence elaboration index, embedding index and the number of narrative words produced (loadings \> 0.6). We interpreted the first component as capturing the ability to produce words in increasingly complex combinations, which requires individuals to arrange words based on appropriate thematic and/or syntactic roles among other constraints. Hence, we call this component 'structural complexity'. The second component had high loadings on the proportion of pronouns, proportion of verbs and proportion of closed-class words produced (loadings \> 0.7). To note, this component is bidirectional. Negative values indicate difficulties in producing words with grammatical function, i.e. closed-class words, pronouns and verbs in comparison to primarily nouns. Positive values indicate the reverse. Thus, we interpret the second component as capturing 'lexical selection' abilities for different kinds of words (e.g. from nouns to closed-class words and verbs), depending on the individual subject's component valence. The third component had high loadings on the proportion of well-formed sentences produced, proportion of words produced in sentences and the production of required determiners (loadings \> 0.7). We refer to the third component as 'syntactic accuracy' as it captured the ability to generate accurate syntactic structure. The fourth component had high loading on a single variable, the number of words produced per minute (loading = 0.9). This component captured the fluency of overall spontaneous connected speech production. Hence, we referred to this component as 'production fluency'. In summary, we characterized via PCA the patients' multiple impairments of spontaneous connected speech production across four dimensions: structural complexity, lexical selection, syntactic accuracy and production fluency. The PCA results differ in some respects in comparison to the PCA [@awaa027-B79] conducted likely because the current PCA involved different variables and more than twice as many subjects who were unselected for aphasia diagnosis during the acute (versus chronic) stage of stroke.

![**Principal components and multivariate lesion behaviour mapping results.** (**A**) Quantitative production analysis measure component loadings C1--C4. (**B**) Significantly associated multivariate lesion behaviour mapping beta maps.](awaa027f2){#awaa027-F2}

Lesion distribution
-------------------

We examined the distribution of voxels damaged in at least 5% (*n = *3) of the patient cohort. [Figure 3](#awaa027-F3){ref-type="fig"} displays the lesion distribution across subjects. The highest degree of lesion overlap was in the left basal ganglia (*n = *11; 21% of the patient group; peak coordinates: −20, −14, 22). Other sufficiently lesioned voxels for lesion behaviour mapping were distributed across the left middle and inferior frontal gyri, pre- and postcentral gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobes, posterior middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, lateral occipital lobe, insula and thalamus.

![**Lesion overlap across 52 patients.** We conducted the lesion behaviour mapping on voxels with damage in \>5% of the subject sample.](awaa027f3){#awaa027-F3}

Acute lesions were on average smaller (our data: 12 051 mm^3^) than typically seen in chronic stroke (reported average chronic lesion sizes vary between 21 280 and 34 176 mm^3^; *cf.*[@awaa027-B21]; [@awaa027-B55]), providing three distinct advantages for lesion behaviour mapping. First, lesion volume was not significantly correlated with proportion damage to any brain connectome region (Bonferroni correction; average *r *=* *0.23, range = −0.07 to 0.40; note that we controlled for lesion volume in the lesion behaviour mapping). This allowed us to examine the contribution of damage to function independent of overall stroke severity as measured by lesion volume. Second, regions farther apart from each other ([Fig. 4A](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}, lighter green to white) were less likely to be damaged in the same individuals (e.g. inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobe), as illustrated by lower correlations in lighter red to white ([Fig. 4A](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}) and thinner to no lines between regions ([Fig. 4B and C](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The reduced cross-regional correlation in proportion damage within individuals in this cohort allowed us to tease apart the independent contribution of damage to behaviour in frontal versus temporal-parietal regions. Third, although most regions are relatively near each other ([Fig. 4A](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}, darker green), proportion damage was correlated only between a few adjacent areas, and mostly within a brain connectome region ([Fig. 4A](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}, darker red; [Fig. 4B and C](#awaa027-F4){ref-type="fig"}, thicker lines between and within regions). As a result, we could discriminate between the contribution of damage to behaviour for some adjacent areas (e.g. inferior frontal gyrus and insula).

![**Proportion damage correlations between 41 brainconnectome regions ([@awaa027-B26]).** (**A**) Matrix of between region damage correlations and distances. Label colours depict different lobules: blue = frontal lobe; cyan = insula; yellow: = parietal lobe; orange = temporal lobe; red = occipital lobe; green = thalamus. Increasing colour intensity reflects either increasing correlations of proportion damage between regions (in red) or decreasing distance between regions (in green). Depictions of correlations between proportion damage across cortical (**B**) and subcortical regions (**C**). Line thickness reflects the magnitude of correlation coefficients (where *r'*s \> 0.53; *P \< *0.05 Bonferroni correction). Correlations between lobes are shown in grey and within lobule as the same colour as the lobule itself. BA44op = opercular BA44; BA4tl = BA4 (tongue and larynx region); BA7ip = intraparietal BA7; BA7pc = postcentral BA7; BG = basal ganglia; c = caudal; Ca = caudate; d = dorsal; GP = globus pallidus; Ia = dorsal agranular insula; Id = dysgranular insula; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; IFS = inferior frontal sulcus; Ig = granular insula; Ih = hypergranular insula; INS = insula; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; l = lateral; LOG = lateral occipital lobe; m = medial; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; OccG = middle occipital gyrus; p = posterior; PFtha = pre-frontal thalamus; PoG = postcentral gyrus; PrG = precentral gyrus; Ptha = parietal thalamus; pTL = posterior temporal lobe; Pu = putamen; PMtha = pre-motor thalamus; r = rostral; s = superior; SPL = superior parietal lobe; STS = superior temporal sulcus; Tha = thalamus; IFJ = inferior frontal junction; Ttha = temporal thalamus; v = ventral.](awaa027f4){#awaa027-F4}

Neural substrates associated with impairments of spontaneous connected speech production
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore lesion behaviour relationships across different spontaneous connected speech production impairments, we conducted multivariate lesion behaviour mapping using the support vector regression algorithm. For the lesion behaviour mapping, we used the patients' component scores and lesion masks. All the models were significant via cross-validation (*P*-values \< 0.03). [Figure 2](#awaa027-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#awaa027-T2){ref-type="table"} illustrate the clusters with significant β-values in each associated component model (voxel *P \< *0.05, cluster size \> 100 voxels).

###### 

Regions significantly associated with the component scores of speech production

  Coordinates                                                                     Beta values   Cluster size   Lobe                 Gyrus   Anatomical and cyto-architectonic description
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- -------------------- ------- -----------------------------------------------
  **C1 Structural complexity**                                                                                                              
  −43 −58 10                                                                      −4.53         1742           Parietal lobe        IPL     Rostroventral BA 39
  −38 −75 15                                                                      −3.30         241                                 IPL     Caudal BA 39
  −44 −54 13                                                                      −4.53         880            Temporal lobe        pSTS    Caudoposterior STS
  −57 −58 8                                                                       −3.12         254                                 MTG     Dorsolateral BA 37
  **C2 Lexical selection (negative result − words with grammatical functions)**                                                             
  −57 −58 8                                                                       −10           355            Frontal lobe         IFG     Opercular BA 44
  −43 −58 10                                                                      −9.68         303            Insular lobe         INS     Dorsal dysgranular insula
  −38 −75 15                                                                      −10           177                                 INS     Dorsal agranular insula
  −44 −54 13                                                                      −8.84         120                                 INS     Hypergranular insula
  **C2 Lexical selection (positive result − nouns)**                                                                                        
  −47 −65 12                                                                      8.71          1960           Parietal lobe        IPL     Rostroventral BA 39
  −50 −52 29                                                                      5.38          127                                 IPL     Caudal BA 40
  −51 −56 6                                                                       5.58          723            Temporal lobe        pSTS    Caudoposterior STS
  −48 −57 6                                                                       5.58          201                                 MTG     Dorsolateral BA 37
  −14 0 13                                                                        8.69          338            Subcortical nuclei   BG      Dorsal caudate
  **C3 Syntactic accuracy**                                                                                                                 
  −46 3 17                                                                        −10           495            Frontal lobe         PrG     Caudal ventrolateral BA 6
  −51 2 6                                                                         −7.85         474                                 PrG     BA 4 (tongue and larynx region)
  −46 7 16                                                                        −10           260                                 IFG     Dorsal BA 44
  −49 6 5                                                                         −7.85         232                                 IFG     Ventral BA 44
  −41 −5 6                                                                        −7.85         622            Insular lobe         INS     Dorsal granular insula
  −36 −4 9                                                                        −7.85         605                                 INS     Dorsal dysgranular insula
  −56 −32 30                                                                      −4.30         471            Parietal lobe        IPL     Rostrodorsal BA 40
  −46 −24 35                                                                      −4.30         324                                 PoG     BA 2
  −43 −8 13                                                                       −5.70         133                                 PoG     BA 1/2/3 (tongue and larynx region)
  **C4 Production fluency**                                                                                                                 
  −53 5 5                                                                         4.95          402            Frontal lobe         PrG     Caudal ventrolateral BA 6
  −40 3 12                                                                        7.43          161                                 PrG     BA 4 (tongue and larynx region)
  −36 −8 4                                                                        −9.91         1294           Insular lobe         INS     Dorsal granular insula
  −35 −4 9                                                                        −9.91         891                                 INS     Dorsal dysgranular insula
  −32 −18 9                                                                       −7.43         522                                 INS     Hypergranular insula
  −54 −25 28                                                                      −4.95         500            Parietal lobe        IPL     Rostrodorsal BA 40
  −46 −24 35                                                                      −4.95         163                                 PoG     BA 2
  −56 −56 7                                                                       −4.95         143            Temporal lobe        STS     Caudoposterior superior STS
  −33 −10 1                                                                       −7.52         532            Subcortical nuclei   BG      Dorsolateral putamen
  −24 −8 7                                                                        −7.52         387                                 BG      Globus pallidus
  −19 −11 10                                                                      −10           158                                 Tha     Caudal temporal thalamus
  −19 −10 9                                                                       −10           106                                 Tha     Pre-motor thalamus
  −18 −5 18                                                                       −9.34         106                                 BG      Dorsal caudate

All regions \> 100 voxels.

BA = Brodmann area; BG = basal ganglia; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; INS = insula; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; PoG = postcentral gyrus; PrG = precentral gyrus; pSTS = posterior superior temporal sulcus; Tha = thalamus.

The production of reduced structural complexity was associated with damage to areas within the left middle temporal gyrus, posterior superior temporal sulcus, and inferior parietal lobe. Impaired lexical selection (reduced production of nouns) was positively associated with damage to areas overlapping with those associated with reduced structural complexity as well as the basal ganglia. In contrast, impaired lexical selection specific to words with grammatical function (closed-class words, pronouns, and verbs) was negatively associated with damage to areas within the left inferior frontal gyrus and insula. Reduced syntactic accuracy was associated with damage to areas within the left inferior frontal gyrus, insula, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus and inferior parietal lobe. Impaired production fluency was associated with damage to multiple regions including the left precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, posterior superior temporal sulcus, inferior parietal lobe, insula, thalamus, and basal ganglia.

Discussion
==========

Here we asked whether producing words and organizing them into structure during spontaneous connected speech requires neuroanatomically and behaviourally distinct abilities. By quantifying brain damage and deficits in an unselected group of speakers during the acute phase of stroke we provide a detailed specification of the relationship between damage and deficits before brain-behaviour reorganization occurs. Using PCA and multivariate lesion behaviour mapping, our findings indicate that noun retrieval and the production of increasingly complex word combinations require exclusively left temporal-parietal regions while abilities to produce accurate syntactic structure and grammatical words (including verbs) are served primarily by left frontal regions. These results provide evidence from a rare and important patient population to clarify the debate as to whether morpho-syntactic processes are neuranatomically distinct from lexical processes required to produce spontaneous connected speech.

Lexically-driven versus syntactically-driven stages of production
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A striking finding with important theoretical implications is the dissociation between damage to brain regions associated with the production of increasingly complex word combinations and damage associated with the production of syntactically accurate connected speech. Producing less complex structure (e.g. fewer words in utterances and phrases, fewer embedded clauses) was associated with damage to posterior temporal cortex \[middle temporal gyrus (Brodmann area, BA 37) and superior temporal sulcus\] and the angular gyrus of the inferior parietal lobe (rostroventral BA 39)\]. In contrast, syntactic accuracy deficits (e.g. omitting required noun determiners, verb arguments, or morphemes) were associated with damage to the left inferior frontal gyrus (dorsal and ventral BA 44; pars opercularis), the insula, precentral gyri (BAs 6 and 4), postcentral gyri (BAs 1--3), and a single locus in the supramarginal gyrus of the inferior parietal lobe (rostrodorsal BA 40).

We observed a similar rostral-caudal dissociation associated with deficits producing different types of words. Producing fewer nouns was associated with damage to overlapping regions associated with generating complex structure including the middle temporal gyrus (BA 37), posterior superior temporal sulcus, and the angular gyrus (BA 39). In contrast, producing fewer words with grammatical functions (e.g. determiners, prepositions, pronouns, and verbs) was associated with damage to regions near but not overlapping with those associated with syntactic accuracy deficits including BA 44 (pars opercularis) within the left inferior frontal gyrus and the insula.

We hypothesize that the dissociation between brain regions necessary for noun retrieval and their combination into increasingly complex structure versus regions necessary for syntactic accuracy and grammatical word production reflect a neuroanatomical dissociation between different stages required to combine words into structure during connected speech. During initial stages of connected speech, a speaker generates a message she wishes to convey and activates the concepts associated with that message ([@awaa027-B53]; [@awaa027-B54]). As [@awaa027-B33] and [@awaa027-B35], [@awaa027-B34]) originally formulated based on speech errors and others further developed ([@awaa027-B24]; [@awaa027-B53]; [@awaa027-B10]; [@awaa027-B9]; [@awaa027-B8]; [@awaa027-B98]; [@awaa027-B64]), subsequent stages orchestrate word selection and the organization of words into larger multiword utterances. During functional encoding, a speaker must select the words associated with the concepts that form part of the intended message, potentially along with associated information like the word's grammatical class ([@awaa027-B54]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B17]; [@awaa027-B77]) and for heads of phrases (nouns and verbs) the number of arguments ([@awaa027-B98]; [@awaa027-B90]; [@awaa027-B48]). To convey the event structure of the message, words are associated with each other via assignment of thematic roles (e.g. doer or receiver of an action) specified by the message and/or the lexical heads of phrase (*cf.*[@awaa027-B98]; [@awaa027-B65]). Because thematic roles are not synonymous with syntactic functions (e.g. the agent of a message does not necessarily need to be the subject of the sentence, 'The glass slipper was found by the prince'), elements are also assigned syntactic roles (e.g. subject, direct object; [@awaa027-B89], [@awaa027-B90]). We hypothesize that the middle temporal gyrus and posterior superior temporal sulcus are regions required for successful lexical selection and generation of lexically-driven argument structure ([@awaa027-B82]; [@awaa027-B9]; [@awaa027-B73]; [@awaa027-B48]). Interestingly, lexical selection and structural complexity associated regions were largely non-overlapping in the angular gyrus. An intriguing possibility based on comprehension ([@awaa027-B105]; [@awaa027-B95]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B90]; [@awaa027-B57]) and production ([@awaa027-B25]) in stroke patients and functional MRI evidence in unimpaired speakers ([@awaa027-B73]; [@awaa027-B65]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B89]) is that the angular gyrus uniquely associated with structural complexity may be necessary for a conceptually (message driven), not lexically driven assignment of thematic roles (also see [@awaa027-B5]). We speculate that these posterior regions are not involved in the assignment of syntactic roles because deficits in verb production (and syntactic accuracy) were not associated with their damage, consistent with proposals by [@awaa027-B89], [@awaa027-B90]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B65]). In sum, the overlap between temporal-parietal regions necessary for lexical selection and producing structural complexity suggests that these regions integrate content and structure corresponding to the functional encoding stage of connected speech production.

In contrast, we hypothesize that the regions associated with the production of accurate syntactic structure and grammatical words reflect a subsequent stage of grammatical encoding which positions utterance elements in order ([@awaa027-B36]; [@awaa027-B9]). This positional encoding stage involves the syntactic realization and linear ordering of lexical-semantic structures marked with bound- (e.g. inflectional markers indicating number, tense, and aspect, e.g. -ed in English) and free-standing closed-class morphemes (e.g. determiners, prepositions). Positional encoding may further involve the phonological specification of this linear order via the ordering of phonological segments ([@awaa027-B35]; [@awaa027-B7]; [@awaa027-B3]; [@awaa027-B11]) and the generation of prosodic structure ([@awaa027-B98]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B29]). Although our analysis of connected speech did not quantify deficits at a phonological level of specificity, the postcentral and supramarginal gyri we identified are similar to damaged regions associated with phonological and phonetic errors during picture naming by speakers with chronic stroke ([@awaa027-B67]). Damage to the left inferior frontal gyrus and insula was associated with deficits producing words with grammatical functions and nearby regions were also associated with reduced syntactic accuracy. We speculate that this association may reflect a verb-directed component of the positional assembly of lexical-semantic structures (*cf.*[@awaa027-B38]; [@awaa027-B88]). Together these patterns suggest that the regions associated with morpho-syntactic and grammatical word deficits are required for the syntactic realization of linearized lexical-semantic structure and potentially associated phonological processing during the positional stage of grammatical encoding.

Fluency
-------

The last significant finding concerns fluency, the ability to produce connected speech without effort. We identified an extensive frontal-temporal-parietal and subcortical network of brain regions associated with fluency. This is potentially unsurprising as fluency as reflected here by the number of words produced per minute likely depends on multiple processes during language production including message generation, conceptual activation, grammatical encoding, phonological, articulatory and motor processes (*cf.*[@awaa027-B70]). These results overlap but are not synonymous with regions associated with fluency via lesion behaviour mapping in chronic stroke ([@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B41], [@awaa027-B42]; [@awaa027-B52]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B12]) and brain atrophy in patients with primary progressive aphasia ([@awaa027-B103]; [@awaa027-B80]). Differences in our approach to measuring fluency and the results extend previous work in several ways. First, we examined fluency quantitatively (*cf.*[@awaa027-B106]) and without contribution of other cognitive measures not reflective of connected speech ([@awaa027-B52]; [@awaa027-B42]). Second, the relationship between fluency and associated brain regions was not due to overall lesion volume ([@awaa027-B12]; [@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B41], [@awaa027-B42]) or diffuse damage ([@awaa027-B103]; [@awaa027-B80]). Lastly, we examined spontaneous connected speech during story-telling as opposed to picture description ([@awaa027-B103]; [@awaa027-B106]; [@awaa027-B41], [@awaa027-B42]; [@awaa027-B52]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B12]; [@awaa027-B80]), where speakers could not rely on visual input to guide message generation and concept identification. As a result, the fluency related brain network we identified is likely a more precise and ecologically relevant reflection of the multiple brain regions necessary for producing fluent connected speech.

Implications
------------

This study demonstrated neuroanatomical and functional divisions within grammatical encoding during connected speech that dovetail with existing neurobiological sentence production evidence. In chronic stroke speakers, lesion behaviour mapping demonstrated that reduced numbers of words produced in sentences during story-telling was associated largely with damage to the left inferior frontal gyrus with smaller foci in the postcentral gyrus and inferior parietal lobe ([@awaa027-B67]). When speakers undergoing awake craniotomies described pictures depicting actions, direct cortical stimulation of the pars opercularis and triangularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus resulted in 50% of patients producing grammatical errors during sentence production ([@awaa027-B19]). In speakers diagnosed with primary progressive aphasia, atrophy in primarily frontal regions was related with grammatical deficits during picture description ([@awaa027-B103]). The role of these left inferior frontal regions is also consistent with regions implicated for patients clinically assessed with classic agrammatic aphasia profiles using standard aphasia batteries ([@awaa027-B82]; [@awaa027-B25]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B79]).

However, neural localization of syntactic processing during sentence comprehension is more equivocal. On the one hand, that the posterior portion of the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) is associated with deficits to produce appropriate syntactic markers and closed-class elements is consistent with proposed divisions of labour for the left inferior frontal gyrus in sentence comprehension (for reviews of evidence see [@awaa027-B40]; [@awaa027-B32]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B44]). However, deficits related to syntactic processing in sentence comprehension are also associated with left temporal-parietal regions ([@awaa027-B80]; [@awaa027-B95]; [@awaa027-B59]; [@awaa027-B16]; [@awaa027-B31]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B97]; [@awaa027-B81]) raising the question of the role of anterior regions in syntactic processing ([@awaa027-B95]; [@awaa027-B59]; [@awaa027-B6]; [@awaa027-B101]; [@awaa027-B27]; [@awaa027-B81]).

[@awaa027-B64] propose that the inherently different processing requirements for language production and comprehension account for the differences in syntactic processing related neural substrates. In production as well as comprehension, the generation of lexical-semantic structure is required both to understand the relationship between words during comprehension, as well as specify relationships between words to accurately reflect the message to be produced. However, only in production is morpho-syntactic (and phonological) processing necessary to order elements to accurately reflect the words and associated message to be conveyed. Matchin and Hickok advocate Ferreira and colleagues' proposal ([@awaa027-B20]; [@awaa027-B30]) that understanding who did what to whom during sentence comprehension can often proceed based on discourse-level and semantic information without decoding of morphosyntactic elements, which may explain why anterior regions are not consistently engaged for syntactic processing during sentence comprehension. Our results significantly contribute to this theoretical debate by demonstrating that for spontaneous connected speech production, frontal and temporal-parietal regions are differentially necessary for lexically-driven (functional) versus morpho-syntactic (positional) encoding.

Limitations
-----------

Our study had limitations. First, because we examined connected speech deficits during the acute phase of stroke, individuals with minimal language output could not be included. This resulted in an under-representation of individuals with the most severe production impairments and potentially damage to additional regions within the left hemisphere language network (e.g. the anterior temporal lobe). This represents a trade-off between examining behaviour before brain-behaviour reorganization and avoiding lesion volume confounds versus assessing more severe deficits. Second, compared with univariate approaches, multivariate lesion behaviour mapping identifies multiple brain regions associated with function ([@awaa027-B108]; [@awaa027-B106]). Within these brain region networks, not only the brain regions themselves but also their connections contribute to function. For example, impaired structural and functional connectivity of the arcuate fasciculus, which connects the inferior frontal gyrus and temporal parietal junction relates to multiple aspects of spontaneous speech production deficits in speakers with chronic stroke and primary progressive aphasia, such as informativeness, syntax or fluency ([@awaa027-B61]; [@awaa027-B102]; [@awaa027-B107]). However, the neuroimaging data available when we assessed behaviour during the acute phase of stroke were not sufficient to perform structural or functional connectivity analyses. Relatedly, we likely underestimated the behavioural contribution of some regions because focal lesions induce decreases in neuronal activation in distant regions (i.e. diaschisis; [@awaa027-B18]). To minimize these limitations in future work, we anticipate investigating the structural connections (using diffusion tensor imaging) and functional connections (using resting state functional MRI) related with spontaneous speech deficits in individuals during the subacute phase of stroke, independent of their ability to produce speech acutely.

Conclusion
==========

This work provides the first evidence in acute stroke of a functional and anatomical dissociation between temporal-parietal and frontal focal brain regions for lexically and syntactically driven processes required for spontaneous connected speech. These results are consistent with predictions from models of syntactic processing based primarily on evidence from language comprehension ([@awaa027-B32]; [@awaa027-B39]; [@awaa027-B64]; *cf.*[@awaa027-B101]; [@awaa027-B27]; [@awaa027-B81]). By including subjects unbiased as to clinical diagnosis of aphasia and lesion location in the acute stage of left hemisphere stroke, lesion sizes were generally smaller and more varied than in chronic stroke studies. As a result, we were able to dissociate lesion behaviour relationships between brain regions while minimizing the confound of overall lesion size and before brain behaviour reorganization occurred. Future directions should explore the mechanisms by which the critical components of connected speech identified here recover after acute stroke and whether other cognitive capacities, such as working memory ([@awaa027-B63]), play a role in recovery. The answers to these questions will be important to help with therapeutic interventions whereby improving other cognitive capacities may incidentally, and critically, improve language function thus contributing to improved daily quality of life after stroke.
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